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ABSTRACT 

The sizable attractiveness of International Accounting Standards (IAS)/International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 
makes it well timed to take a look at their technical determinants in addition to their implications for the accounting career and the 
method of accounting harmonization. In this respect, we endorse that the principles-primarily based totally method to the requirements 
and its internal flexibility permits the utility of IAS/IFRS to international locations with diverse accounting traditions and ranging 
institutional conditions. Furthermore, the principles-primarily based totally method entails predominant adjustments withinside the 
know-how held via way of means of accountants and, hence, of their academic background, schooling programs, and withinside the 
organizational and commercial enterprise fashions of accounting firms. Finally, we put up that the requirements set via way of means 
of the IAS/IFRS represent a leap forward in the method of accounting harmonization, even though there may be nevertheless some 
distance to head withinside the comparison of accounting measures throughout international locations and regions. In the paper we 
discourse to look at of International Financial Reporting Standard & Indian Accounting Standard and apprehend the system for trouble 
of International Financial Reporting Standard & Indian Accounting Standard. 

 
Keywords: Indian Accounting Standards and International Financial Reporting Standards. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Accounting Standards are used as control methods for preparing financial reports in almost every country in the world. An 
Accounting Standard is a written policy document issued by a professional financial institution or government or other governing 
body that includes aspects of the accounting, evaluation, treatment, presentation and disclosure of accounting work in the financial 
statements. The purpose of the accounting system is to establish various accounting policies and procedures with a view to eliminating 
to the extent of inconsistent financial statements and increasing reliability in the financial statements. The rapid growth of 
international trade and International Corporate Performance creates the need for global consensus on accounting standards as a 
multinational company must prepare financial reports in accordance with GAAP of the country in which it operates. Under this global 
business environment, companies require a common language of calculation in the form of internationally coordinated calculation. 
From 1973 to 2000 the International Monetary Funding Committee (IASC) was the body on which the responsibility for issuing 
International Accounting Standards was placed. IASC was replaced in the year 2001 by the International Accounting Standards Board 
(IASB. Since then the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), based in London - UK is now responsible for issuing 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and International Investment Standards (IAS). The IASB is an independent body 
and has members from nine different countries around the world with different working backgrounds. In India the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) formed the Accounting Standards Board (ASB) in 1977, in which the responsibility for 
developing accounting standards was issued and reviewed in the country from time to time. Although the ASB is composed of ICAI, it 
is independent of the setting of accounting standards. The ASB is made up of members from all walks of life and the organization and 
takes into account the culture, usage and business environment in the country while making standards. 

 
INDIAN (GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES) 

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) range with the aid of using country. Each of the countries has its own 
accounting standards according to its requirements. When talking about India, Indian GAAP means a set of accounting standards that 
financial reporting must follow while ahead of convergence with the International Financial Reporting standard. 
 
IND AS (CONVERGED INDIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS WITH IFRS)  

In order to achieve international benchmark and reputation in financial reporting, India has issued new Indian Accounting 
Standards related to IFRS. This process has been called the convergence of Indian Accounting Standards and IFRS and the revised 
Indian Accounting Standards have recently been named IND.-AS by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI). 
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARD (IFRS) 
IFRS is just a set of accounting standards formulated by the IASB with the core purpose of providing consistent financial 

reporting in all developed, emerging and developing countries of the world. It serves all investors and colleagues interested in 
international investment through opportunities to set up businesses and joint ventures abroad with foreign companies. 
OBJECTIVE 

a) Study of International Financial Reporting Standard and Indian Accounting Standard. 
b) Understanding the process of issuing International Financial Reporting Standard & Indian Accounting Standard. 

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In the present study descriptive research design has been used & Data collected from secondary sources. 
 
PROCEDURES AFTER AN IFRS IS ISSUED  
Setting the time table: The IASB, via way of means of growing excessive pleasant monetary reporting standards, seeks to cope with 
a call for for higher pleasant records this is of price to the ones customers of monetary reports. When identifying whether or not a 
proposed time table object will cope with customers desires the IASB considers: a) The relevance to customers of the records and the 
reliability of records that would be provided, b) Existing steerage available, c) The opportunity of growing convergence, d) The 
pleasant of the IFRS to be developed, e) Resource To assist the IASB in thinking about its destiny time table, its team of workers is 
requested to identify, evaluation and lift troubles that could warrant the IASB s attention. New troubles may additionally stand up 
from a extrade withinside the IASB s Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting. In addition, the IASB increases and discusses 
ability time table gadgets withinside the mild of feedback from different standard-setters and different involved parties, the IFRS 
Advisory Council and the IFRS Interpretations Committee, and team of workers studies and different recommendations. In making 
selections concerning its time table priorities, the IASB additionally considers elements associated with convergence tasks with 
accounting standard-setters. The IASB s approval to feature time table gadgets, in addition to its selections on their priority, is via way 
of means of a easy majority vote at an IASB meeting. 
 
Planning the task: When including an object to its energetic agenda, the IASB makes a decision whether or not to behaviour the task 
on my own or at the same time with every other standard-setter. Similar due system is observed beneath Neath each approaches. When 
thinking about whether or not to feature an object to its energetic agenda, the IASB might also additionally decide that it meets the 
standards to be protected withinside the annual enhancements system. The IASB assesses the difficulty towards standards such as- a) 
Clarifying. b) Correcting. c) Well described and sufficiently slender in scope that the effects of the proposed alternate had been 
considered. d) Completed on a well-timed basis, all standards have to be met to qualify for inclusion in annual enhancements. Once 
this evaluation is made, the amendments protected withinside the annual enhancements system will observe the identical due system 
as different IASB projects. The number one goal of the yearly enhancements system is to beautify the pleasant of IFRSs with the aid 
of using amending present IFRSs to make clear steerage and wording, or correcting for fairly minor unintentional effects, conflicts or 
oversights. After thinking about the character of the problems and the extent of hobby amongst constituents, the IASB might also 
additionally set up a operating institution at this degree and a task group for the task could be selected. The task supervisor attracts up 
a task plan beneath Neath the supervision of the administrators of the technical team of workers and the task group may additionally 
encompass participants of team of workers from different accounting standard-setters, as deemed suitable with the aid of using the 
IASB. 
 
Developing and publishing: the dialogue paper a dialogue paper isn't always a obligatory step withinside the IASB s due process. 
Normally the IASB publishes a dialogue paper as its first e-book on any foremost new subject matter as a automobile to provide an 
explanation for the problem and solicit early remark from constituents. If the IASB makes a decision to pass over this step, it'll 
kingdom its reasons. Typically, a dialogue paper consists of a complete evaluate of the problem, feasible methods in addressing the 
problem, the initial perspectives of its authors or the IASB, and an invite to remark. This method might also additionally vary if some 
other accounting standard-setter develops the studies paper. Discussion papers might also additionally end result both from a studies 
mission being performed with the aid of using some other accounting standard- setter or because the first level of an energetic time 
table mission completed with the aid of using the IASB. If studies has been done with the aid of using some other accounting 
standard-setter, problems associated with the dialogue paper are mentioned in IASB meetings, and e-book of this type of paper calls 
for a easy majority vote with the aid of using the IASB. If the dialogue paper consists of the initial perspectives of different authors, 
the IASB critiques the draft dialogue paper to make sure that its evaluation is the proper foundation on which to ask public feedback. 
For dialogue papers on time table gadgets which can be beneath Neath the IASB s direction, or encompass the IASB s initial 
perspectives, the IASB develops the paper or its perspectives on the idea of Analysis drawn from workforce studies and 
recommendations, in addition to tips made with the aid of using the IFRS Advisory Council, operating organizations and accounting 
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standard- setters and shows from invited All discussions of technical problems associated with the draft paper take region in public 
sessions. When the draft is finished and the IASB has authorised it for e-book the dialogue paper is posted to ask public remark. The 
IASB usually lets in a length of one hundred twenty days for touch upon a dialogue paper, however might also additionally permit an 
extended length on foremost initiatives (which might be the ones initiatives regarding pervasive or tough conceptual or realistic 
problems). After the remark length has ended the mission group analyses and summaries the remark letters for the IASB s 
consideration. Comment letters are published at the IASB s internet site. In addition, a precis of the feedback is published on their 
internet site as part of IASB assembly observer notes. If the IASB makes a decision to discover the problems further, it can are 
searching for extra remark and tips with the aid of using carrying out area visits, or with the aid of using arranging public hearings and 
round-desk meetings. 
 
Draft the IFRS: Publication of an publicity draft is a obligatory step in due process. An publicity draft is the IASB s important 
automobile for consulting the public. Unlike a dialogue paper, an publicity draft units out a selected inspiration withinside the shape of 
a proposed IFRS (or modification to an IFRS). The improvement of an publicity draft starts with the IASB thinking about problems on 
the idea of team of workers studies and recommendations, in addition to remarks acquired on any dialogue paper, and 
recommendations made with the aid of using the IFRS Advisory Council, running companies and accounting standard-setters and 
bobbing up from public training sessions. After resolving problems at its meetings, the IASB instructs the team of workers to draft the 
publicity draft. When the draft has been completed, and the IASB has balloted on it, with at the least 9 votes essential to post an 
publicity draft, the IASB publishes it for public remark. An publicity draft incorporates an invite to touch upon a draft IFRS, or draft 
modification to an IFRS, that proposes necessities on recognition, size and disclosures. The draft may additionally consist of 
obligatory software steering and implementation steering, and could be followed with the aid of using a foundation for conclusions at 
the proposals and the opportunity perspectives of dissenting IASB members (if any). The IASB generally lets in a length of a hundred 
and twenty days for touch upon an publicity draft. If the problem is fairly urgent, the record is quick, and the IASB believes that there 
may be in all likelihood to be a vast consensus at the topic, the IASB may also don't forget a remark length of no much less than 30 
days, however it'll set any such quick length simplest after officially soliciting for and acquiring previous approval from seventy-five 
consistent with cent of the Trustees. The challenge group collects summaries and analyses the remarks acquired for the IASB s 
deliberation. After the remark length ends, the IASB evaluations the remark letters acquired and the effects of different consultations. 
As a method of exploring the problems in addition, and soliciting in addition remarks and recommendations, the IASB may also 
behaviour area visits, or set up public hearings and round-desk meetings. The IASB is needed to seek advice from the IFRS Advisory 
Council and keeps touch with diverse companies of constituents. 
 
DEVELOPING AND PUBLISHING THE STANDARDS 

The improvement of an IFRS is performed all through IASB meetings, whilst the IASB considers the remarks obtained at the 
publicity draft. Changes from the publicity draft are published at the website. After resolving problems springing up from the publicity 
draft, the IASB considers whether or not it need to divulge its revised proposals for public remark, for instance through publishing a 
2nd publicity draft. If the IASB comes to a decision that re-publicity is necessary, the due procedure to be observed is similar to for 
the primary publicity draft As it movements closer to finishing a brand new IFRS or primary change to an IFRS, the IASB prepares a 
task precis and remarks statement. These deliver direct remarks to folks that submitted remarks at the publicity draft become aware of 
the maximum massive topics raised. withinside the remark procedure and give an explanation for how the IASB answered to the ones 
topics. At the identical time, the IASB prepares an evaluation of the probably consequences of the coming near IFRS or primary 
change. The evaluation will consequently try to investigate the probably consequences of the brand new IFRS on: a) The economic 
statements of these making use of IFRSs. b) The feasible compliance fees for preparers. c) The fees of evaluation for users (consisting 
of the fees of extracting information. d) Identifying how the information were measured and adjusting information for the functions of 
consisting of them in, for instance, a valuation model. e) The comparison of economic facts among reporting durations for an person 
entity and among distinctive entities in a selected reporting period, and f) The best of the economic facts and its usefulness in 
assessing the destiny coins flows of an entity. 
 
AFTER THE STANDARD IS ISSUED 

After an IFRS is issued, IASB individuals and body of workers keep everyday conferences with fascinated parties, such as 
different standard-placing bodies, to assist recognize unanticipated problems associated with the realistic implementation and capacity 
effect of its provisions. The IFRS Foundation additionally fosters academic sports to make sure consistency withinside the software of 
IFRSs. The IASB includes out a post-implementation evaluate of every new IFRS or principal amendment. This is typically achieved 
years after the brand-new necessities have come to be obligatory and been implemented. Such critiques are typically confined to 
essential problems diagnosed as contentious at some stage in the improvement of the pronouncement and attention of any sudden fees 
or implementation issues encountered. A evaluate will also be caused through: Changes withinside the monetary reporting 
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surroundings and regulatory necessities, Comments made through the IFRS Advisory Council, the IFRS Interpretations Committee, 
standard-setters and materials approximately the fine of the IFRS. 
 
ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES  

Transitioning to IFRS is more than just a technical accounting exercise. This is a change management exercise and provides 
opportunities for improvement. Moving to IFRS offers companies the opportunity to improve their business in a number of ways.  

 
A company can 

1. Redesigning the management reporting system to better manage both financial accounting and financial statement generation 
and provide key information to senior management  

2. Improve disclosure of the company's financial results, position, and other key performance indicators to analysts, investors, 
regulators, and other stakeholders.  

3. Improve the metrics used to measure organizational and management performance.  
4. Compare yourself to global competitors.  
5. Ensure that all members of the finance team have the necessary education, knowledge and skills to perform their duties  
6. Adopt accounting policies that are consistent with global industry practices  

 
PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Companies Act calls for preparation of  

a. Balance Sheet. 
b. Profit & Loss Account.  
c. Notes to Accounts  
d. Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet)  
e. Income Statement (Profit & Loss Account)  
f. Statement of Changes in Equity (SOCIE)  
g. Statement of Cash flows.  
h. Notes comprising a precis of considerable accounting policies & different explanatory information.  
i. Statement of economic function as at the start of the earliest comparative duration while an entity applies an accounting 

coverage retrospectively or makes a retrospective restatement of objects in its economic statements, or while it reclassifies 
objects in its economic announcement. 

 
BALANCE SHEET  

IFRS does now no longer prescribe a specific layout of Balance Sheet. A modern/non-modern presentation of assets & 
liabilities is used, until a liquidity presentation gives extra relevant & dependable information. Certain minimal gadgets are offered at 
the face of the stability sheet. Indian GAAP additionally does now no longer prescribe a specific layout; positive gadgets have to be 
offered at the face of the stability sheet. Whereas Formats prescribed via way of means of the Companies Act, 1956 & different 
Industry guidelines like banking, coverage and many others is relevant for Indian organizations for presentation of monetary 
statement. 
 
INCOME STATEMENT 

IFRS does now no longer prescribe layout for the earnings statement. The entity ought to choose a way of providing its 
charges through both characteristic or nature; this could both be, at the face of the earnings statement, as is encouraged, or withinside 
the notes. Additional disclosure of charges through nature is needed if useful presentation is used. IFRS requires, at least presentation 
of the subsequent objects at the face of the earnings statement: a) Revenue. b) Finance expenses c) Share of post-tax end result of 
friends and Joint ventures accounted for the usage of the fairness approach tax cost d) Profit or loss for the period. 
 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY (SOCIE)  

Under IFRS Statement of Changes in Equity (SOCIE) is supplied as a number one assertion. In addition to the gadgets 
required to be in SOCIE, it need to display capital transactions with owners, the motion in collected earnings and a reconciliation of all 
different additives of fairness. Whereas below Indian GAAP no separate assertion is required. Changes in shareholders fairness are 
disclosed in separate schedules of Share Capital and Reserves & Surplus.  
 
Statement of Cash flows: IFRS calls for instruction of coins waft assertion no exemptions for instruction of the same. FRS allows the 
instruction of coins waft assertion the usage of both direct or oblique technique the In India as according to AS-three coins waft 
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assertion is obligatory for indexed companies & it need to be organized via way of means of the usage of oblique technique & direct 
technique is prescribed for coverage companies.  
 
Changes in accounting coverage: IFRS prescribes if there may be modifications in accounting coverage then Comparative yr s facts 
is restated and the quantity of the adjustment regarding earlier duration is adjusted towards establishing balances of retained profits of 
the earliest earlier duration supplied, until particularly exempted. Under Indian GAAP restatement isn't required. The impact of 
modifications is protected in modern-day yr earnings assertion. The effect of alternate is disclosed.  
 
Correction of mistakes: IFRS prescribes if blunders passed off earlier than the earliest earlier duration supplied, the hole balances of 
assets, liabilities and fairness for the earliest earlier duration supplied are restated. Whereas, Indian GAAP prescribes if mistakes 
passed off then restatement isn't required. The impact of correction is protected in modern-day yr earnings assertion with separate 
disclosure. 
 
CONCLUSION  

International economic Reporting Standard makes a specialty of quality, reliability & relevancy factors of the statistics to all 
its customers all around the globe even as putting a brand-new standard. Harmonization of Accounting Standard is a want to create & 
expand international economy. Harmonisation wills end result into true & honest presentation of economic declaration that may be 
effortlessly handy to all of the capacity customers such as capacity investors. IFRS furnished designated guiding principle for 
presentation of economic declaration & it offers greater insights approximately the economic statistics of the entity in order that 
investor can examine it with different entity to discover pleasant funding option. For MNC s adoption of IFRS will end result into 
discount withinside the value of guidance of economic declaration & additionally triumph over the problem of consolidation of 
economic statements running in distinct country. 
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